SOM EWH ERE IN THE DESE RT

End of the line. We’ll
have to walk the rest
of the way.

Which is..?
ninety miles...
give or take.
Oy...

My relative positioning
system indicates less than
optimal route so far.

If you’re done assessing
my land nav skills — let’s
move out.

We’ll have to resupply
first, those farms are the
last inhabited place we’ll
see in a while.

Seriously though. Codex
is right, it’s like we’re
traveling in circles.

The dims can’t possibly
be following us.

I bet they’re not. That doesn’t
mean we should announce our
destination.

Neither you nor Codex are going
to blend in with the crowd and
I’d rather avoid unnecessary
attention.
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VISTO, THE GUARD HEADQUA RTERS

...pigs?
Wow, that's a
lot of...

So? They are a good
source of protein, and
are relatively easy to
care for.
Alan? It's nice to see
you again. Something I
can do for you?

The dims are back.
I know.
I don’t have to like
them to eat them.

For starters, no
one’s asking you to.

You do!?

‘Come to the right place
then. Got canned pork
a plenty. Top shelf, best
around here! Come!

Hi, folks! Headin'
north?

We’re not blind. The dims
have been scouting some of
their old bases, but there’s
not much we can do about
them right now.

lookin' to buy
some supplies.

What the bloody
hell are you all
doing here then?
Our job. We have to deal
with all sorts of mess,
and I’m sorry, but some
stray dimwits are the
least of our problems
these days.
You can’t possibly
be serious!
We’re spread thin as
it is, and people are
not exactly lining up
to help us…

neither did you, when
we asked you to.

Something's
fishy here...

If my help is what you
need — you’ll have it.

Yeah...

Really? Why this
change of heart
all of a sudden?
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Nice livestock!
You've got a good eye,
boy. Local fair prize
winners for a decade!
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Yorkshire
breed?

Nah... found a couple of
these beasts at that weird
factory or somethin’ south
of Salt Sea.
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Al, I don't
like this.

What if you get hurt?
You've heard people
talking... they’re very
angry.

What if somebody around
here feels the same, as
those Redeemers back
north?

Were runnin' around like
wild boars, but I had a
hunch, and it paid off.

Carol, honey... Everything is
falling apart, the least we
can do is try to protect our
community.
Ok... not eating
any of this stuff.
It doesn’t have to be you!
What about chief Daud?
Or... or the army?

So much for that
juicy protein...

Daud’s rounded up half
the police department and
mayor’s office staff into a
gang to exact “taxes”.
The army’s gone, and so is
the rest of the government.
It’s over.
Things will get even
uglier, if people see that
there is no law here. I
can't let it happen!

These are from Helix medical research
labs. before the war Helix was working
on transplantation tech. I guess you
know where this is going...

Not sure I
want to.

Well, if you lack human
organs for transplant and
want to grow new compatible
ones, keeping them… “fresh”
until needed…

It’s gonna be ok,
sweetheart.

So... technically,
this is human meat.

In a manner of
speaking.
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You'll get yourself
killed for nothing!
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Shouldn't we tell
anyone about it?

Tell whom exactly?
Ethics Commission is history,
and I doubt common folk around
here will comprehend a story
about genetically modified pigs.
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Men of knowledge brought
death and destruction to this
world…
…and now men of faith
must purge the sin and
restore human souls to
their true nature.

They have a point. It is the
technology run amok that
caused all of this!

Doherty did everything
he could to protect the
neighborhood!
Without his militia the
marauders would have
wiped us out.

This is a
witch hunt!
Reality check: it's all
some voodoo to them.
Look, what do you want from
me? It’s creepy, it’s gross, but
nobody gets hurt. Well, except
for pigs that is.

Well, make
something up...
And get pulverized by the crowd
for trying to get a respectable
man out of business? No, thanks.

Look who's talking... you’re
one of the smartasses!

See, you say that, but it’s
these guys who’d finally
put a bullet in Daud’s
skull.
To take his
place?

Contrary to the rumors spread about us
by the vile ones, we are merciful and just.
Those who embrace the Scripture have
nothing to fear from us.

Are you serious?
And what exactly happens
to those who don’t?

How do you know so
much about old world
tech?
As simple as
that, huh?

Reading.
Comply and you won’t
have to find out.

Seriously, people.
What do we have
to lose?

Liberty, Hank. You know,
that pesky little thing
that lets you flap your
gums right now.

Yep.
You’re such a
lousy liar...
More like a tired
and annoyed one.

Oh please.

You’re just scared you’ll
have to answer for what
you and your brainiac pals
did to all of us.

Less arguing,
more walking.

Your friend
here is wise.
These are times when
wise might prove more
useful than smart. So...
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What's it going
to be?
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Ma! We have
guests!

Good day to you,
travelers!

Um... hi?
Pleasure to
meet you.

Gentlemen. Lady.
Welcome to Buckle
homestead, I am
Larry Buckle.
Oh, yes, of course. Just some
hearing trouble. Come, she is
on the terrace. She will be so
happy to meet you!

Ma!
Is she ok?

Opportunity to make acquaintance
to new people does not present
itself often these days.

I need you to distract
him. I’ll explain later.
Go!

We’re actually
looking to buy some
supplies...

WHY of course! preserved
goods are Ma’s specialty!
If you follow me, please.

It must be tough
working the farm
alone.

Well, yes, m'am.

Ok… creepy...
Curious. The unit is identified
in a colloquial manner as a
mother. Does this mean it is
a female of my species?

Since Ma began to
succumb to old age,
it is increasingly
difficult, but for
now I manage.
I am thinking about
moving to Visto. I heard
that the hospital there is
the best on the Coast.

Ok, done. Looks like
your… mother just
needs a little rest.
I am not sure I
appreciate your
implication, good
sir.
Wait... She looks a
bit sick. May I take
a look?

Thank you! Would
you like to stay for
the tea?

‘the hell
is that?
ARC chassis wearing a hat
and not looking so good.
Wish I had some diagnostic
equipment on me.

Thanks, but I believe
it's time for us to be
on our merry way…

Ah, you are a doctor
then! Please, I shall
be much obliged.
Here.

You're full of
surprises.

Ok, now you’re creeping me
out. Why do we have to leave?
The guy's a total looney,
granted, but…
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It's not him I'm worried
about... it's the "mom".
Move!
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Is it really
worth it?

This is wrong,
Carrie.

I can't believe anybody
will agree to that.

I know, honey, I
know... It's just...
what about us?

Those dimwits razed
Auger AI lab to the
ground with people
inside.
Giving them anything but
the boot feels like being
a part of that.

I've lived my life believing,
that there is more to it, than
mere survival: conscience…
integrity… freedom…

I'm sorry, Al... I though, I
should be the one to bring
you the news... you know,
how much I respect you.
Cut to the chase.
There was a vote.

Is Hank right? Don't
these things matter
anymore?

people decided to comply
with redeemers’ demands.
I don't like it, but... we
all have families.
Those have been tough
years, people just don't
have it in them to fight
any more.

What if mere survival
is all we have left?
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Hank and several
others recruited
though... weasels.
I’m sorry, Al.
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What is it you find
so disturbing?

What was that
all about?

I don’t think it was ever
intended for actual use.
The log is vague, but...
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Me — nothing, but I doubt parents
would appreciate huge moving
hunks of metal as part of their
kids’ daycare routine.

That thing was ARC
“robonanny”.
Cool! But also...
weird?

This goes against
everything I am,
everything I ever
stood for!

Honey, I know it’s difficult,
but it can’t be that bad. At
least they’re helping the
community.

...looks like ARC constructed it as a demo to showcase all the
advanced stuff they had: high-precision position control servos,
stabilization systems, sensors, smart speech synthesis.
ended up with essentially
an industrialized stroller.

Ok… but I don’t
understand why
we left in such
a hurry.

Holy crap! She
kidnapped him!?

That doesn’t explain how
she can be Larry’s mom.

Bribing the community. this
stuff they’re just giving away is
coming from somewhere. When
the carrots run out they’ll use
the stick.

This is like a capitulation...
without a fight.
Please, Al, I beg you,
don’t talk like that!
Let’s just get this
over with.

Take a look.

Yep. Looks like when the bombs
fell it escaped the expo center at
Slaton, grabbed some kid and
made its way here, farther away
from the radioactive fallout.

Look at the
diagnostic
data.
I, Alan Doherty…

It won’t.

Poor thing, all key
components degraded
beyond repair. Pattern
recognition is all over
the place. Wait…

“Authorized users: 0”. and
she’s stuck in a defense mode.
She wouldn’t recognize him!
If she ever had full power,
she could seriously harm him.

Why?

Why didn’t you just
tell him!? Maybe he
could have figured
out some fix!

I’m sorry, there is
no fix.

So… you killed her.
Gods, she probably was
the only family the guy’s
ever known.

…solemnly repent my sins
and pledge to redeem my
soul in hard work…

Name and
occupation.

…for the good of the unity
and glory of the Seven.

I removed the main
control board.
I know. But what you call
“family” has been long gone
anyway. I couldn’t allow
what’s left chop that guy
into pieces.v

That thing was a
jigsaw puzzle of
highly proprietary
tech.
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What did
you do?

Alan Doherty,
electronics
engineering.

In accordance to general
pardon for compliance you’l
be spared and allowed to work
as a mechanic under the Guild
of Benign Crafts guidelines.
You’ll be fined and relinquish
any and all current property.
You’ll relocate outside town
limits and allowed back in to
perform you duties at guild
supervisor’s discretion.
You’ll give an oath of
compliance and repent.
Repeat after me.

I renounce my scientific hubris and any
allegiance to the impure. I swear to
follow the guidance of the Scripture
and the Guild of Benign Crafts.
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Oh.I guess that’s a
deal breaker.

No... it’s not.

What? Not something
I haven’t seen before.

Temperature approaching
recommended operation
limit.

We are disturbing
a homicide scene.
We must notify the
authorities right
away.

They killed
each other.

He’s right. This cloak and
dagger stuff is fun and all,
but unless we want to wake
up tomorrow with our butts
frozen to the ground...

I get the point.
Creepy...

“Daydream VR”.
vr as in “virtual
reality”?

Hello?

Yep. Interesting basement
to have: long-session VR
pods, generators, and this
room... it’s essentially a
faraday cage. someone’s
been preparing.

Ok... I’m pretty
sure that’s not
normal.
do they really
work?
Looks like we’re
stuck here...

Start unpacking.
I’ll um... bury our
hosts, I guess.

Well, not
anymore.
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See, for the past few years
I've seen enough people just
“following orders”.

May I see Mr.
Alan Doherty?
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The exact sort you guys
were sworn to protect us
from. so tell me. how’s
following orders justify
breaking the oath?

And you are..?
Colonel Eve Mason,
the Guard, m'am.

It doesn't.
They killed and humiliated
people because someone
ordered them to.

The Guard?

Continental union military.
we've beaten the redeemers
and now we’re trying to
stabilize the region.
Come in.

What do you
want from me?
The Guard will be stationed in
Visto, but we’ll need locals to
handle law enforcement.
I was told you've been
a kind of a sheriff here
before redeemers came.
This town needs
you again.

So... military, huh?
Took your sweet time.

True. I wish we
could have gotten
here sooner.
I've been through
this before...
To preform our duty. nothing
will ever make up for leaving
all of you people behind.

I understand. The
offer stands, in case
you change your mind.

and the answer is no. I'm an old
man, colonel, I've had enough of
saving the people, who don't care
anymore.

Yet we’re here now.
Right...
We are soldiers, we were
following orders.

I wouldn't
count on it.
well, you didn’t!
For fifteen years we had
to survive on our own, and
now you're just showing up
out of the blue to what?
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General... Eve... Something
very important is going on,
and the people I care about
are right in the middle of
this.

You have got to
be kidding me.

I’m just using the headset
as a display. Come look at
this. I think I know what
happened here.

The dims herded dozens of
people, scientists, engineers,
teachers to a prison camp.

What exactly
happened?

Codex, play the
files we retrieved.

What in the
hell for?
accessing...

I love you.

Old-fashioned
forced intellectual
slave labor.

See you on the
other side.

Apparently the dims are
building some advanced
stuff at their base.

And I don’t have to tell
you — those bastards
are just nuts enough to
get what they want.

I wanted to avoid
sending you on a
wild goose chase.
ok. cute, but...
keep watching.

Get out of there!
I want it!
Buzz off,
it’s mine!

and when they do —
we’ll all be in a very
big trouble.

No, no, no! Work
you stupid thing!

any particular
reason why you
went alone?

Don’t bullshit
me, Doherty.

hm, looks like this thing
is pretty addictive.

We don’t have to like each
other to work together, Eve.
I know my duty. I hope you
know yours too.

Why would anyone
build it like that?
It might have been a bug. These
pods were supposed to provide
sensory feedback. Misplace a
decimal point somewhere in the
code and... who knows?
Too bad we’ll have to
leave these things here.
Don’t... worry
about it.
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We both know there’s no love lost
between you and the Guard.
I appreciate you coming to me with
this, and you can count on us.
But let me make one thing perfectly
clear: if you want to be a part of
solving this, you’ll have to drop the
“lonesome ranger” act.
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I don’t get it.
What?
Why would you lock
yourself in a box like
that?
Escape.
Perhaps. That just felt
like... giving up, you know?

Would you choose
that?

Their world had ended. I guess it takes
serious grit to keep going after something like that. and from what I’ve seen
the desert isn’t exactly inviting too.

“...from what I’ve seen”.
You keep sounding like all
of this is alien to you.

I don’t have to agree with
people to understand their
reasoning.

oh No, not
this time.
I think I’ve been patient
enough to deserve some
straight answers.
I guess there’s no
sense keeping you in
the dark anymore.
The place we’re going
to is called Ursa,
city-state and former
continental Nuclear
Research Laboratory.
the safest and the
smartest city on the
Coast. My home. Might
become yours too.
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